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Summary
This work presents details and assesses implicit and adaptive mesh-free
CFD modelling approaches, to alleviate laborious mesh generation in mod-
ern CFD processes. A weighted-least-squares-based, mesh-free, discretisation
scheme was first derived for the compressible RANS equations, and the
implicit dual-time stepping was adopted for improved stability and convergence.
A novel weight balancing concept was introduced to improve the mesh-free
modelling on highly irregular point clouds. Automatic point cloud genera-
tions based on strand and level-set points were also discussed. A novel, polar
selection approach, was also introduced to establish high-quality point col-
locations. The spatial accuracy and convergence properties were validated
using 2D and 3D benchmark cases. The impact of irregular point clouds and
various point collocation search methods were evaluated in detail. The pro-
posed weight balancing and the polar selection approaches were found capa-
ble of improving the mesh-free modelling on highly irregular point clouds.
The mesh-free flexibility was then exploited for adaptive modelling. Vari-
ous adaptation strategies were assessed using simulations of an isentropic
vortex, combining different point refinement mechanisms and collocation
search methods. The mesh-free modelling was then successfully applied to
transonic aerofoil simulations with automated point generation. A weighted
pressure gradient metric prioritising high gradient regions with large point
sizes was introduced to drive the adaptation. The mesh-free adaptation was
found to effectively improve the shock resolution. The results highlight the
potential of mesh-free methods in alleviating the meshing bottleneck in
modern CFD.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The generation and handling of high-quality CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) grid is recognised as a major
challenge in the CFD 2030 Vision.1 Meshes provide proper spatial decompositions for the underlying numerical com-
putation in modern CFD workflows. They have direct and substantial impact on the obtained results. Despite recent
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2 ZHANG and BARAKOS

advancements in algorithms and software, the meshing process is still difficult, laborious, and time-consuming for
non-trivial geometries. The process is often iterative, and requires intensive user interactions due to the lack of foreknowl-
edge of the flows to be resolved. The user-dependent meshing also represents a significant source of uncertainty in CFD.
Apart from generation, meshes also pose strong restrictions on modelling flexibility. For problems involving large domain
motions and/or deformations, meshes must be designed cautiously, and complementary techniques such as sliding or
overset methods are necessary.2 For h-adaptive modelling, adaptation algorithms must pay substantial attention to mesh
connectivity and quality.

To alleviate these mesh restrictions, various mesh-free CFD methods have been developed over the years. Mesh-free
CFD methods discretise the governing flow equations on discrete points without global connectivity or volumetric ele-
ments. This simplifies the meshing process as it is reduced to point generation and distribution. This substantially
improves the modelling flexibility for moving/deforming domains thanks to the point-based discretisation. Particu-
larly, h- and p-adaptive modelling is made extremely easy without connectivity and quality restrictions, either through
re-distributing or inserting point clouds.

Current mesh-free CFD methods can be roughly categorised according to the underlying governing equation forms.
One class of mesh-free methods was derived from the weak form of the governing equations. These include the Diffu-
sive Element (DE) method,3 the element-free Galerkin (EFG) method,4 and the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG)
method.5 The principle of these methods is to construct test/trial functions through approaches, for example, moving
least-squares or Partition of Unity6 interpolation, thereby alleviating the need for mesh connectivity. Since these methods
are derived from the integral weak form, they have better properties preserving flow conservation. However, because of
the underlying weak form, many of these methods also need a global, or local background mesh, for integration. Another
factor that hinders their wider applications in CFD is their complexity, which requires considerable effort to adapt from
existing algorithms.

Another class of mesh-free methods focuses on the strong form of the governing equations. The principle of this
class of methods is to construct differential operators upon a local point collocation or stencil. The collocation-based
mesh-free methods are often termed Finite Point Methods (FPM)7 or Differential Quadrature (DQ) methods,8 and often
coincide with the Generalised Finite Difference Methods (GFDM). The FPM has various choices for basis functions
(e.g., polynomial basis9 and Taylor expansions10) and approximation approaches (e.g., weighted least squares11,12 and
moving least squares). The approximation can also be realised through radial basis functions (RBF),8,13 leading to the
RBF-FD approaches. These methods are straightforward and share remarkable similarities with well-established, finite
difference methods in CFD. In many cases, the differential operators can be grouped as virtual volume and edge-based
terms,14 for the final schemes to resemble popular finite volume methods. This is important, as it reduces the effort
to incorporate such methods in well-established CFD algorithms. In recent years, attempts have also been made to
bridge mesh-free FEM and FPM, leading to the Mesh-free Finite Volume concept.15 However, these collocation-based
methods share the challenge of preserving flow conservation when applied to CFD because of the underlying strong
form. In this respect, the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)16,17 method is a special alternative that preserves
flow conservation. It adopts a Lagrangian description and allows point motions and interactions. It treats points as
particles with mass and momentum, but it often suffers from lower modelling accuracy and difficulties in boundary
representations.

For aerodynamic modelling, earlier studies9–11,18,19 have demonstrated the potential of collocation-based mesh-free
methods in handling complex geometries and flow conditions. However, to promote these methods within the CFD com-
munity and fulfil their potential, significant research and development on algorithms, and on complementary techniques,
for example, point cloud generation and adaptation, collocation/stencil search, implicit time marching, and especially
the handling of flow conservation, are still necessary. The lack of flow conservation may significantly deteriorate the
modelling fidelity and lead to unpredictable errors.

This paper presents and verifies novel methodology developments for collocation-based CFD modelling with implicit
time marching, and adaptive modelling. A least-squares-based, mesh-free scheme, with implicit temporal discretisation
was first derived and verified using benchmark cases. Novel concepts in automatic point cloud generation, collocation
search, and weight balancing were proposed. The study then investigated the impacts of irregular point distributions.
Various adaptive modelling strategies combining different point refinement mechanisms and collocation search meth-
ods were then evaluated. The adaptation performance was assessed through simulations of the isentropic vortex. The
adaptation strategy was then applied to transonic aerofoil simulations and was found to effectively improve the solution
resolution.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 3

2 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGIES

2.1 Collocation-based mesh-free discretisation

The principle of many collocation-based, mesh-free discretisation schemes7,20 is to construct differential operators using
shape functions upon discrete points. Such approach is often termed as the Differential Quadrature (DQ) method,8 and
shares substantial similarities with the Generalised Finite Difference Method (GFDM). Given an arbitrary and sufficiently
smooth function 𝜙(x) with x = (x, y, z) in a Cartesian system, known at a set of ni discrete points centring at point i,
𝚽i = [𝜙(x1), 𝜙(x2), ..., 𝜙(xni)]

T in a local collocation (j = 1, 2, ...n), a local approximation can be constructed using shape
functions Ni(x) = [Ni,1,Ni,2, ...,Ni,ni], such as:

�̂�(x) = Ni(x)(1×ni)𝚽i(ni×1). (1)

The spatial derivatives of 𝜙 can be estimated from the approximation as:

𝜕𝜙(x)
𝜕x

≈ 𝜕�̂�(x)
𝜕x

= 𝜕Ni(x)
𝜕x

𝚽i, (2)

where 𝜕Ni(x)
𝜕x

is the spatial derivative of the shape functions. This collocation-based differential operation can be used for
the spatial discretisation of PDEs in a manner similar to the classic finite differences scheme.

This work focuses on the compressible Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for aerodynamic sim-
ulations. The inviscid part of the governing flow equations can be written in strong form in a Cartesian frame as:

𝜕U
𝜕t

+ ∇ ⋅ F = 0, (3)

where U is the vector of conservative flow variables, and F is the convective flux term. Assuming a local point collocation
centring at point i, with the local support (i.e., all points but the collocation centre i) denoted by the set Si (i ∉ Si), the
flow equation can be discretised at the centre point i by approximating the flux derivatives:

dUi

dt
= −

∑

j∈Si

d∑

v=1

𝜕Ni,j

𝜕xv (xj)Fv
j , (4)

where the superscript v denotes the number of spatial dimensions from 1 up to d = 3. j ∈ Si are called supporting
points for the collocation centre point i, and their Cartesian coordinates are xj. Due to the hyperbolic nature of the
equations, the discretisation in Equation (4) needs further numerical dissipation or upwind schemes for stability. The
upwind schemes can be incorporated by evaluating the flux terms at the middle point of i and j, which are denoted
as j − 1

2
:

dUi

dt
= −

∑

j∈Si

d∑

v=1

𝜕Ni,j

𝜕xv (xj− 1
2
)Fv

j− 1
2

, (5)

where the flux term Fj− 1
2

are reconstructed at the middle point, and Riemann solvers can be used to account for the
upwind properties. In this work, Osher’s scheme21 was adopted, where the mid-point flux was reconstructed as:

Fj− 1
2
= 1

2
(f(pL) + f(pR)) −

1
2
|Ã(pL,pR)|(pR − pL), (6)

where Ã is the Roe-averaged Jacobian matrix.22 pL and pR are the primitive variable vectors on the left- and right-hand
sides of the middle point, respectively. There are various ways to determine the middle point values. A first-order recon-
struction would simply take the values of the two neighbouring points i and j, while higher-order limited, or unlimited
reconstruction can also be incorporated here.
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4 ZHANG and BARAKOS

Note that in Equation (5), the flux term between points i and j is not always reciprocal, as point i may not necessarily
be in the point cloud centring at point j. This reciprocity is a necessary condition for the flow conservation.20 To alleviate
this problem, this work has enforced reciprocal contributions between all points, that is, adding i to j’s support if it was
not in. This additional restriction drives the present mesh-free scheme towards ‘edge-based’ schemes. Nevertheless, this
deteriorates little the mesh-free flexibility, as the collocation or stencil edges are highly flexible and diverse (including
crossover connections20), and these connections are associated with weights that can adjust the contributions.

It should also be noted that Equation (5) resembles the finite volume scheme (FVM) in the local point cloud. If we

take the term 𝜕Ni,j

𝜕xv

(
xv

j− 1
2

)
as a virtual edge term, Equation (5) can be regarded as a virtual FVM discretisation in a cell

centring at point i and with j ∈ Si virtual edges or faces. This similarity with FVM schemes is an important advantage
for numerical implementations, as established FVM methods and codes can be easily transformed to mesh-free versions
with minor modifications. The realisation of hybrid mesh-based/mesh-free methods is also feasible.

Viscous terms and turbulence closures are also included following the same approximation. For the viscous terms,
the gradient variables are first constructed using the following modifications23 to avoid the odd-even node decoupling:

∇𝜙ij =
1
2
(∇𝜙i + ∇𝜙j) −

[
1
2
(∇𝜙i + ∇𝜙j) ⋅

𝛿x
|𝛿x| −

𝜙j − 𝜙i

|𝛿x|

]
⋅
𝛿x
|𝛿x| , (7)

where 𝛿x = (xj − xi) is the distance between the two points. i is the collocation centre point, and j ∈ Si are the support
points. Note that the least-square approach can also be used to compute gradients and higher-order derivatives, but this
requires higher-order basis functions. The current work adopted the gradient computation in Equation (7) which is pop-
ular in unstructured FVM, and the derivatives of the viscous flux are then approximated using the least-square approach.
This choice is compatible with low-order basis functions. The resulted viscous flux is computed by averaging at the
midpoint of i and j.

RANS turbulence closures are also included in the discretisation as additional source terms. The one-equation
Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model24 was used in the present work. The convective and diffusive terms were evaluated following
the same procedures described for the inviscid and viscous terms.

2.2 Weighted least-squares approximations

Collocation-based, mesh-free, discretisation has various options for approximation and basis functions. Nevertheless, dif-
ferent realisations face similar challenges regarding collocation selection, flow conservation, implicit schemes, adaptation
strategies, and so forth. The current work focuses on the least-squares-based scheme with polynomial basis as a first step,
in assessing mesh-free performance and adaptive simulations.

For the arbitrary field function 𝜙(x) in Equation (1), the approximation function �̂�(x) can be constructed using
polynomials:

�̂�(x) = b(x)T𝛼, (8)

where b(x) is an m × 1 vector of the polynomial basis with m terms and 𝛼 is an m × 1 vector of coefficients. For a local col-
location centring at point i with in total ni points (including the central point), the coefficient vector 𝛼 can be determined
through the following linear combination:

𝚽i(ni×1) = B(ni×m)𝛼(m×1) (9)

where 𝚽i = {𝜙(x1), 𝜙(x2), … , 𝜙(xni)}
T is an ni × 1 vector of known function values at all ni collocation points. 𝛼 is an

m × 1 coefficient vector corresponding to polynomial basis with m terms. The basis matrix B is defined as:

B =
{

b(x1),b(x2), … ,b(xni)
}T
, (10)

where b(xj) (j = 1, 2, … ,ni) is an m × 1 vector of the m-term polynomial basis values at point xj. The current work
adopted the complete first-order polynomials as the basis. The linear system of Equation (9) is of the size ni ×m and is
not necessarily square. We assume that ni ≥ m so that the system is not under-determined and has at least one solution.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 5

Assuming the point collocation has been carefully designed to avoid singularities, we can use the weighted
least-squares approach to determine the best fit with the minimum L2 norm, and solve for the coefficients 𝛼:

𝛼 = (BTWB)−1BTW𝚽i = C𝚽i, (11)

where C = (BTWB)−1BTW is an m × ni coefficient matrix. 𝜙i = �̂� = {𝜙(x1), 𝜙(x2), … , 𝜙(xni )}
T is the ni × 1 vector of

known values at all ni points in this local point collocation centring at i. W is an ni × ni diagonal weighting matrix adjusting
contributions from each cloud point.

The computational cost of the matrix inversion is negligible due to its small size, and the computation is parallel and
static if the point collocations remain the same during the modelling. However, the point cloud topology and the weighting
should be designed with caution, to guarantee the inversion operation, and good approximation accuracy. Collocation
search approaches and weighting functions are hence presented and investigated in later sections. Inserting Equations
(11) into (8), the function 𝜙(x) is approximated by �̂�(x) as

�̂�(x) = bT(x)𝛼 = bT(x)C𝚽i = Ni(x)𝚽i, (12)

where Ni(x) = bT(x)C is regarded as the 1 × ni local shape function vector. The partial derivatives of 𝜙(x) can be
determined through the approximation:

𝜕𝜙(x)
𝜕x

≈ 𝜕�̂�(x)
𝜕x

= 𝜕Ni(x)
𝜕x

𝚽i. (13)

Partial derivatives of 𝜙(x) now depend on the partial derivatives of the shape function Ni(x). The partial derivatives
of the shape functions are written as follows:

𝜕Ni(x)
𝜕x

= 𝜕bT(x)
𝜕x

C, (14)

and 𝜕bT (x)
𝜕x

are the partial derivatives of the basis polynomial. Note that the matrix C is kept constant while evaluating the
derivatives. The term 𝜕Ni(x)

𝜕x
can be regarded as a difference operator, constructed using the least-square principle, based

on the basis functions and geometric information of the local point collocation.

2.3 Weighting functions and weight balancing

For the WLS approximation on a point collocation, the weighting function w adjusts the contribution of each point
(while the weighting matrix W contains the weight values at collocation points.). Typically, w is a positive and radi-
ally decaying function depending on the distance to the collocation centre, and w is equal to zero outside the local
collocation. This is to maintain the compactness of the support and the locality of the approximation. The weight-
ing function affects the conditioning and accuracy of the WLS approximation as studied by Ortega et al.25 A rapidly
decaying weighting function may improve approximation accuracy but compromise the conditioning and vice versa.
Typical choices for the weighting function include Gaussian, inverse-distance, and polynomial functions. The present
work adopted a simple second-order inverse-distance weighting. The collocation central point was given a weight
of 1.0, while all support points share a total weight of 1.0 according to their inverse squared Euclidean distance to
the centre.

However, for irregular point collocations, the least-square approach gives biased approximation towards wherever
sample points are clustered, since they contribute more to the overall error. Typical radial-based weighting functions are
insufficient to alleviate this situation. A 2D example is presented in Figure 1A, where all support points are of equal
distance to the centre, but are unevenly distributed along the angular directions. For a symmetric function such as g(x, y) =
e−(x2+y2) (the dashed contour line in Figure 1A and the grey wireframe in Figure 1B), a first-order WLS approximation
using this collocation and radial-based weighting leads to biased approximation towards the +x direction, as shown by
the red plane and projection in Figure 1B. This leads to unintended biased differencing operators for the flow modelling,
induced by the point clustering.
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6 ZHANG and BARAKOS

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 1 WLS approximations using irregular point distributions and the correction effect of the weight balancing. (A) A collocation
with irregular angular point distributions. The dashed lines denote the example symmetric function g(x, y) = e−(x2+y2) to be approximated
using WLS and this collocation. (B) First-order WLS approximations of a symmetric function with and without weight balancing.

This study proposes a weight balancing approach to alleviate this problem. The idea is to adjust the weighting of
each support point, so that their weight centre falls upon the central point (i.e., the local coordinate origin), as shown in
Figure 1A. The initial weight centre xc0 is defined as:

xc0 =
∑
(wjxj)∑

wj
, (15)

where j ∈ Si is the support points of the local collocation Si centring at point i (i ∉ Si). xj is the local Cartesian coordinate
(origin at point i) of the support point j and wj is its weight.

By introducing a small change 𝛿wj to each support point j, we aim to balance the weight centre at the central point i:

0 =
∑
((wj + 𝛿wj)xj)∑
(wj + 𝛿wj)

, (16)

where (wj + 𝛿wj) > 0 and
∑
𝛿wj = 0. If the weight is balanced at the centre, clustered points must have their weights

reduced, and added to other points. This reduces their contributions in the overall squared error and alleviates the biased
approximation. This is illustrated in Figure 1B with the blue plane and projection. The weight-balanced approximation
now recovers the symmetry despite the irregular and clustered point distributions. This avoids the unintended biased
differencing in the flow modelling induced by point distributions.

Equation (16) represent a convex combination of all support points, and it requires the centre point i to be within the
convex hull composed by all support points j to ensure at least one solution. This can be guaranteed while generating
the point clouds and establishing collocations, and this is also beneficial for the quality of least-square approximations.
Equation (16) can then be solved as an optimisation problem with equality and inequality constraints, but this can be
expensive as it has to be done for every collocation.

A simplified solution is to relax the constraint
∑
𝛿wj = 0 to 𝛿wj ≥ 0, as this ensures that (wj + 𝛿wj) > 0 and the total

weight can be scaled back to 1. Substituting Equations (15) into (16), we have:
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 7

∑
(𝛿wjxj) = −xc0

∑
wj, (17)

where
∑

wj is constant, and nominally
∑

wj = 1. Equation (17) represents a linear decomposition of the vector−xc0 using
vectors xj in an d-dimensional Euclidean space. A simple solution is to find up to d linearly independent xj1 to xjd that
lead to positive 𝛿wj1 to 𝛿wjd values, and set the rest 𝛿wj as zero.

In 2D, this means decomposing −xc0 as

−xc0 = 𝛿wj1xj1 + 𝛿wj2xj2, (18)

where vectors xj1 and xj2 bracket −xc0 with an angle less than 180 degrees. The extra positive weights 𝛿wj1 and 𝛿wj2 are
then added to points j1 and j2. In 3D, three vectors that are not co-planar, and contain −xc0 within the cone they form
are needed. These are feasible as long as the collocation centre i is within the convex hull of its support points, and
the computations are simple using a polar or spherical coordinate system. If no such vectors can be found, the point
collocation will be revised.

2.4 Implicit temporal discretisation

The temporal discretisation in this work adopted implicit schemes which are more efficient and stable, but are rarely
used for mesh-free schemes due to complexity. The classic dual time-stepping concept26 was used here. Taking the RHS
of Equation (5) as a residual vector −R, and applying an implicit temporal discretisation to the ODE, we have:

Dt(U) = −Rn+1, (19)

where Dt() is an implicit finite difference operator about the real time t, and the superscript denotes the n + 1 step in real
time. Regrouping this equation to form a pseudo-steady residual as follows:

R∗ = Dt(U) + Rn+1 = 0, (20)

where R∗ is a pseudo residual term. By adding a temporal term, and applying another temporal discretisation D𝜏 about
the pseudo time 𝜏, a steady flow problem can be formulated:

D𝜏(U) = −R∗(l+1), (21)

(l + 1) is the time step in the pseudo time step. The R∗(l+1) can be approximated using second-order linearisation:

R∗(l+1) ≈ R∗l + 𝜕R∗

𝜕p
(pl)Δp, (22)

where 𝜕R∗

𝜕p
is the Jacobian matrix relative to the primitive variables p = [𝜌,u, v,w,P]T , and Δp = pl+1 − pl. The steady

discretisation then becomes:

D𝜏(U) = −R∗l − 𝜕R∗

𝜕p
(pl)Δp, (23)

where the operator D𝜏 can take simple forms, such as the backward Euler, since this is essentially a steady problem, and
the term Δp can be easily solved from a large linear system. A particular advantage here is that acceleration techniques
can be adopted to accelerate the solution process. In this work, the local time step approach is used. When handling
essentially steady problems, the temporal discretisation can directly follow Equation (20) by dropping the first level of
discretisation in Equation (19).

For the local collocation centring at point i, the major difficulty here is the determination of the Jacobian matrix 𝜕Ri
𝜕pj

at each supporting point j ∈ Si, which can be expanded as:
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8 ZHANG and BARAKOS

𝜕Ri

𝜕pj
=
∑

j∈Si

d∑

v=1

𝜕Ni,j

𝜕xv

(
xv

j− 1
2

) 𝜕Fv
j− 1

2

𝜕pj
. (24)

We note that the shape function terms are irrelevant to the Jacobian computation as they are purely geometric. While
following Eulerian descriptions, the Jacobian computation depends solely on the flux function, the reconstruction, and
the Riemann solver. In this work, the eventual large linear systems were solved using conjugate gradient approaches with
OpenMP parallel computing.

2.5 Near-body point cloud generation and boundary conditions

The generation of suitable point clouds for the mesh-free modelling is a non-trivial task, as the point distributions
should respect flow physics. Nevertheless, due to the flexibility of mesh-free schemes, the point cloud generation can
be considerably easier than manual mesh generation. A detailed review of point generation methods can be found in
Reference 27.

The present work has adopted a simple and automatic approach for the point cloud generation. In the near-body or
boundary layer region, points were popped out of wall boundaries following the surface normal vectors. This is to ensure
normal point distributions for boundary layer flows. The near-body points are then blended in off-body background point
clouds that have regular point distributions. The blending is naturally compatible with the mesh-free scheme, as it has
much relaxed requirement on connectivity and supports highly irregular points distributions.

The near-body point cloud generation is similar to the strand grid generation concept,28 as illustrated in
Figures 2A. However, since the mesh-free scheme has no strict requirement for structured mesh connectivity, it is
hence much more flexible, and does not suffer from problems such as distorted cells or cell intersection around
corners.

This approach requires the input of the boundary geometry, represented by a set of surface points and the surface
normal vectors at each point. Such information can be easily extracted by most modern CAD system, through con-
versions of geometries to for example, STL format. At each surface point, an array of points are then generated along
the surface normal direction. The points along this ray may follow certain distribution laws according to the boundary
type and flow physics, for example, exponential distributions near wall boundaries and even/hyperbolic distributions in
the far field. The current work also introduced a multi-layer smoothing technique, to alleviate abrupt geometry tran-
sitions, as illustrated in Figure 2A for a square shape. Normal vectors in each layer are smoothed by averaging with
nearby points, and new point layers are then grown following the smoothed vectors. For convex corners, the point dis-
tribution becomes less ideal in outer layers as shown in Figure 2A, but these are still compatible with the mesh-free
modelling.

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 2 Demonstration of near-body point cloud generation. (A) Near-body strand point generation for a square with multi-layer
normal vector smoothing. (B) Near-body point generation for a square based on minimal wall distance (or level-set) functions.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 9

This work also adopted an additional approach to improve the point distribution in the outer layers, as illustrated
in Figure 2B. This approach computes the signed-distance field (or the level-set function), as shown by the contours in
Figure 2B, and places points on contour lines or iso-surfaces. It gives improved point distributions near corners. Since the
mesh-free scheme has no strict restriction on structured connectivity, the point numbers and distributions, on each layer
are flexible. This is similar to the advancing front approach for unstructured mesh generation, but without restrictions
on triangular elements.

Further examples for more complex shapes, for example, the slat and main elements of the 30P30N aerofoil, are shown
in Figure 3A,B. Note that signed-distance fields are also recommended inside boundaries to allow for the generation of
ghost points, which will be used to enforce boundary conditions. The computation of the signed-distance distribution is
not a waste as it is required by many RANS closures as wall distances. The drawback, of this approach is that it does not
always guarantee wall-normal point distributions in the boundary layer.

It is hence recommended to combine the strand point generation in near-wall regions, and the level-set point dis-
tribution in the outer region. Once the near-body points are generated, the off-body background point generation and
blending are easy. The point generation process is fully automatic, given the input geometry and parameters, for example,
distribution laws and boundary types.

The near-body point generation process, is also compatible with adaptation. For near-body adaptation, for example,
in the boundary layer, new surface points are interpolated through local geometry approximations, and new point arrays
are introduced where necessary. For off-body adaption, this approach simply re-blends the new point clouds.

Boundary conditions in the present work, are implemented through halo points, as illustrated in Figure 4. Note that
in Figure 4 the surface or boundary outer norm points inside the computational domain, while the ghost points are
outside the computational domain. These points can be generated in many ways, for example, by mirroring from the first
or more layers of points outside the boundary, or by placing point inside the boundary according to wall distance fields.
These points have prescribed or reflected values for implementations of Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions,
respectively. WLS approximations were also performed for these boundary point collocations with halo points, hence the
accuracy was not compromised at boundaries. Note that the halo points also participated in the collocation search process
to ensure high-quality point collocations at boundaries.

2.6 Collocation search approaches

The collocation search is a process to choose suitable support points, or stencil, for a given point centre. The choice has
direct impact on the local WLS approximation accuracy, and should respect the flow physics. Poorly selected points may
result in singular matrices in Equation (11). One may argue that this process is the same as establishing mesh connec-
tivity upon a given cloud of points. Indeed, the current collocation-based, mesh-free method can adopt existing mesh
connectivity as collocations, but this is not necessary. For the current mesh-free scheme, the collocations are for the WLS
approximations and the connectivity is for flux exchange. It allows for more flexible choices, for example, cross-over

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 3 Near-body point cloud generation for the 30P30N aerofoil using level-set approaches. Contours represent the minimal wall
distance field. (A) 30P30N aerofoil slat element. (B) 30P30N aerofoil main element.
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10 ZHANG and BARAKOS

F I G U R E 4 Boundary condition implementation and point cloud generation.

(A) (B) (C)

F I G U R E 5 Different collocation search methods. The circles denote the search radius. The lines denote connections between the
collocation centre and its members, with arrows pointing to the centre. (A) Distance-based search. (B) Distance-based search with polar
selection using a large polar interval of 𝛿𝜃 = ±𝜋∕3. (C) Distance-based search with polar selection using a small polar interval of 𝛿𝜃 = ±𝜋∕12.

connections,20 which would not be tolerated in meshes. Moreover, all points within a collocation are associated with
weights, as described in Section 2.3, which reflect and adjust their contributions. These weights provide extra flexibility
for mesh-free modelling.

To establish a local point collocation, the easiest approach is to simply include all points within a certain distance,
that is, the distance-based search as shown in Figure 5A. However, this raises two important problems for the local WLS
approximation. The first problem is related to the compactness, as it is difficult to determine the search radius. The sec-
ond problem is that the collocation quality cannot be guaranteed and may lead to ill-conditioned WLS approximation.
Additional criteria and mechanisms are necessary to select certain points with the distance for a high-quality collocation.
This section presents two selection approaches, based on polar selection and approximate/accurate Voronoi tessellation,
respectively.

2.6.1 Polar selection

Good local WLS approximations prefer comprehensive information from all directions within a compact region. For a
group of points within a certain distance, this can be achieved by selecting points that are close to the centre and are
evenly distributed along the polar/spherical directions. This is the basic idea of the polar selection approach illustrated
in Figure 5B,C.

To establish the point collocation centring at point a in Figure 5B, all points within the search radius are initially
included as candidates and a polar system is built centring at a. Then, starting from one candidate, for example, point c,
a polar region of 𝜃c ± 𝛿𝜃 is constructed as denoted by the red wedge in Figure 5B (𝜃c is the angular coordinate of point c
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 11

and 𝛿𝜃 is a pre-defined polar interval). All points within this polar region are then examined, and the closest point to a is
selected as a collocation member, while others are removed from the candidate pool. In the red polar region of Figure 5B,
point c is selected while the other two points are removed. This process is repeated until no candidate is left. In 3D, this
process is largely similar, but the 2D polar region is replaced by a 3D cone region in a spherical system.

This polar selection process ensures that only the closest point will be selected within a polar interval, thereby pro-
moting uniform point distributions along the angular directions. The number of collocation members can be controlled
by adjusting the polar interval 𝛿𝜃 and search radius. For instance, in Figure 5B, with 𝛿𝜃 = 𝜋∕3, collocation a has three
support members from all directions. While in Figure 5C, when the search radius is increased and the polar interval is
reduced to 𝛿𝜃 = 𝜋∕6, collocation a has six members from all directions. This is an important property as higher-order
WLS approximations will require an increasing number of points. Note that the crossover of several edges in Figure 5C
is allowed and does not always lead to conservation issues.20 A final correction is to ensure that all collocation connec-
tions are reciprocal, which is vital for the flow conservation through flux exchange. This is easily done by amending any
single-ended connections.

2.6.2 Approximate/accurate Voronoi selection

Voronoi tessellation29 is a domain decomposition method that gives the dual graph of Delaunay triangulation, which has
been widely used in mesh generation. Upon a given set of points, the tessellation decomposes the domain into Voronoi
cells consisting of points closer to the cell centre than any other points in the domain. For a given collocation centre,
neighbouring Voronoi cells can be used as a collocation for mesh-free modelling. An accurate Voronoi tessellation ensures
the compactness and reciprocity of the collocation results, and this property has been used by Suchde et al.30 to construct
conservative mesh-free operators.

Note that for the present mesh-free scheme, the Voronoi tessellation is only used as a tool to identify neighbouring
points, as shown in Figure 6A, while extra information such as cell volume or edge/face sizes is unnecessary. This suggests
that approximate Voronoi tessellation can be adopted to reduce the computational complexity and costs.

This work has adopted a simple pixel- or lattice-based approximate Voronoi tessellation, as illustrated in Figure 6B.
For a given initial local point cloud based on distance, the space is first divided into a finite amount of lattices. Each lattice
is then assigned a ‘colour’ according to the nearest cloud point. An approximate Voronoi tessellation, consisting of dis-
crete pixels or lattices, is obtained once all lattices have been coloured. The neighbouring information for the collocation
centre is obtained by inspecting the central Voronoi cell. Compared to the typical accurate Voronoi approach, this method
provides straightforward neighbouring information for the mesh-free collocation. Using the pre-defined coarse lattices
(typically 10-by-10 in 2D), this approach reduces the computational complexity from the typical O(nlogn) of an accurate

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 6 Collocation selection approach based on accurate and approximate Voronoi tessellations. (A) Collocation selection based
on accurate or approximate Voronoi tessellation. The dashed lines represent the local Voronoi cells. (B) Selecting collocation members using
approximate Voronoi based on pixels or lattices. The coloured square marks denote the discrete pixels, and the black lines represent a
reference accurate Voronoi tessellation for comparisons.
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12 ZHANG and BARAKOS

Voronoi to O(n), where n is the number of points in the domain. Note that this approach may compromise the reciprocal
property of Voronoi tessellation due to the approximation, but the reciprocity can always be enforced afterwards.

Compared to the polar selection, this approach based on accurate/approximate Voronoi provides more compact and
reciprocal collocations, and the results tends to resemble mesh connectivity. However, as will be shown in later sections,
this does not necessarily lead to improved modelling results, because it is difficult to control the number and quality of
collocation members for WLS approximations through the Voronoi approach.

2.7 Adaptation strategies and mechanisms

The mesh-free method is particularly suitable for adaptive modelling considering its flexibility to accommodate points
without connectivity constraints. Compared to conventional Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) approaches, mesh-free
CFD methods have greater freedom and flexibility for adaptation.7 The adapted parameters could include point distribu-
tions, point numbers, collocation sizes, shape functions, and so forth. As a first step, the present work explores mesh-free
adaptation by adding cloud points where necessary.

Figure 7 shows the design structure of the mesh-free adaptive modelling framework in this work. The pro-
cess is similar to conventional, a posteriori AMR approaches. The adaptive modelling requires three modules to
drive the workflow, that is, the adaptation metric, the point adaptation mechanism, and the collocation search
approach.

The adaptation metric is computed upon intermediate flow solutions, and indicates whether adaptation is necessary
and where it should happen. This metric is often feature-based or error-based and can be case-specific. The point adapta-
tion mechanism inserts or removes as indicated by the metric. It could be extended to move point positions as well. The
collocation search module establishes the local collocations for regions affected by the adaptation. Collocation adapta-
tion could be implemented in this module too. These modules are largely decoupled and can be connected with simple
file or memory exchanges. The adaptation iterates with the new point clouds and collocations, and eventually outputs
the final flow and point cloud solutions. This section details the refinement mechanisms. The adaptation metric can be
case-specific and will be detailed in later evaluations.

The first refinement mechanism is illustrated in Figure 8. In 2D, when a point is tagged to be refined, eight addi-
tional points are inserted along all orthogonal directions to form a local Cartesian cloud (in 3D, 26 points will be added).
This refinement/coarsening approach can be recursively performed and shrinks the local collocation size by a constant
factor of 2. This is analogous to the conventional adaptive Cartesian grid approach, and can be implemented using a
similar tree-like structure. However, it is obvious that this is incompatible with arbitrary, irregular baseline point distri-
butions. Still, it is important to investigate this mechanism as evenly distributed point clouds are desirable for off-body
regions.

F I G U R E 7 Design structure of the adaptive mesh-free modelling work flow. Shaded blocks represent data.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 13

F I G U R E 8 Cartesian point adaptation. Different markers and colours denote points added on different refinement levels.

F I G U R E 9 Middle point adaptation. The dashed lines represent connections in a local point cloud. Different markers and colours
denote points added on different refinement levels.

A more universal mechanism to introduce additional points is illustrated in Figure 9. When a point is tagged to be
refined, this mechanism identifies its local collocation configuration and inserts the middle point of each connection.
Further refinement is realised by repeating the middle point insertion, and coarsening can be achieved by removing these
additional points. This approach is easy to implement, and is suitable for arbitrary point distributions. The drawback,
however, is that the middle points may damage the regularity of point clouds. For an evenly distributed, baseline point
cloud in Figure 9, large point density differences may arise after a few refinement iterations.

In the current study, near-body or boundary layer point clouds are generated by projecting point rays along the sur-
face norms as described in previous sections. It is hence straightforward to implement near-body refinements by adding
boundary points where necessary and repeating the projection process. Additional boundary points are added either
through parametric definitions (e.g., splines or NURB surfaces) or through interpolation (e.g., moving-least-squares or
linear). The adapted near-body and off-body points clouds were then blended for mesh-free simulations.

3 NUMERICAL VALIDATION

3.1 Inviscid flow past a circular cylinder

This section presents mesh-free modelling of inviscid flow passing a circular cylinder at Ma = 0.38.31 This is a classic case
for validation, as well as, error quantification. The cylinder surface was first discretised by na points equally distributed
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14 ZHANG and BARAKOS

along the angular or azimuthal direction. nr points were then popped out along the surface outer normal direction fol-
lowing an exponential growth, extended to about 20 D away, where D is the cylinder diameter (taken here as the reference
length). The first layer of points were 0.001 D above the surface. For the mesh-free modelling, the first-order polynomial
was used as the basis function for flow approximation, so the error should be of second-order. The collocations were
manually selected with reciprocity and regularity. Three sets of point clouds were used to measure the spatial accuracy
of the modelling. The coarse, medium, and fine clouds had (na × nr) 100 × 50, 200 × 100, and 400 × 200 points respec-
tively. The overall relative entropy product, that is, 𝜖 = p

p∞

(
𝜌∞
𝜌

)𝛾
− 1, was computed to quantify the spatial error of the

modelling.
The spatial accuracy of the mesh-free scheme was measured and presented in Figure 10. The modelling error was

measured using the overall entropy product, while the spatial size h was defined as h = 1∕
√

na × nr. The slope of the
modelling error relative to the spatial size was about 2, which is consistent with the intended first-order least-squares
approximation in the mesh-free scheme. This shows that the designed spatial accuracy in the mesh-free scheme was
successfully achieved.

Figure 11B presents the pressure field resolved using the medium point cloud and the mesh-free modelling.
The flow solution showed excellent symmetry along the horizontal and vertical axes. Figure 11A presents the sur-
face pressure coefficient distributions for more quantitative comparisons. The pressure distribution agreed well with
reference results,31 and the downstream stagnation pressure was only slightly under-recovered. The coarse-point
results showed slight discrepancies near x = 0 where the pressure is lowest. The medium- and fine-point results were
identical.

F I G U R E 10 Accuracy measurements using the circular cylinder flow simulations on three different point clouds.

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 11 Flow solutions of inviscid flow passing a circular cylinder. (A) Cylinder surface pressure coefficient distributions. (B)
Medium point cloud pressure coefficient contours.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 15

3.2 The 30P30N multi-element aerofoil

RANS simulations of the 30P30N mutli-element aerofoil32 were also carried out. The simulations were performed at
AoA = 5.5◦ and 8.5◦ with Ma = 0.17. The Reynolds number based on the chord length is 1.71 × 106. The SA model was
used as the turbulence closure.

Figure 12 presents the flow solutions along with the point clouds for the computation. In total 30,418 points were
involved in this RANS simulation. The distance from the first point layer to the wall surface corresponded to a y+ value
of about 1. The points were scaled by the local point densities for visualisation. The contours were obtained through
interpolation from the points to a background plane for visualisation as well. For the near-body region, the points were
automatically generated following the strand and level-set approaches for the slat, main, and flap elements. Close-up
views of point distributions near the slat-main and main-flap gaps are presented in Figure 13A,B, respectively. The
near-body points were blended together with regular background points for the modelling. The point collocations were
established using the polar selection approach. The entire point generation and pre-processing were largely automated
with few manual inputs, for example, geometries, boundary layer growth rates, and background point density.

Comparisons with experimental data at AoA = 5.5◦ and AoA = 8.5◦ are presented in Figure 14A,B, respectively. At
both angles of attack, surface pressure solutions on the slat, main, and flap elements agreed well with the experimental
data.32 Note that the current results were obtained from steady RANS modelling. The slight discrepancies can be reduced

F I G U R E 12 Pressure coefficient contours of the 30P30N multi-element aerofoil at AoA = 5.5◦. The mesh-free solutions were
interpolated to a background Cartesian plane for visualisation. The scatters denote the point cloud for the computation. The points were
scaled with the local point size.

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 13 Pressure coefficient contours and point clouds near the slat and flap. (A) Flow solution and point distributions near the
slat. (B) Flow solution and point distributions near the flap.
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16 ZHANG and BARAKOS

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 14 Surface pressure coefficient comparisons between the mesh-free computation and experimental results.32 (A) AoA = 5.5◦.
(B) AoA = 8.5◦.

(B)(A)

F I G U R E 15 Mesh-free simulations of the ONERA M6 wing at transonic conditions. (A) Point cloud and boundaries for simulations of
the ONERA M6 wing. (B) Surface pressure coefficient solutions from the mesh-free simulation.

using finer point clouds, unsteady time stepping, and improved turbulence modelling. The spikes were due to sharp
geometric transitions in the numerical modelling. In terms of integrated forces, the predicted lift coefficients at AoA =
5.5◦ and AoA = 8.5◦ are 2.91 and 3.16, respectively, which are close to the corresponding experimental results of 2.81 and
3.1733 at the same conditions. Overall, the present results demonstrate and validate the effectiveness and flexibility, of the
proposed mesh-free tool chain in handling complex geometries.

3.3 Transonic ONERA M6 wing

This section presents 3D inviscid and RANS mesh-free simulations of transonic flows passing the classic ONERA M6
wing. The M6 wing surface geometry is shown in Figure 15A along with point distributions and boundaries. The wing
surface points were manually distributed following the sectional curvatures, while spatial points were grown along the
wing surface norm until they reached the semi-spherical far-field boundary, about five times the wing span away in all
directions. For inviscid modelling, the computational domain consisted of 182,853 points in total, with 4425 points on
the wing surface. For RANS simulations using the SA model, the point cloud was increased to 278,841 in total, with
more points added for the boundary layer resolution. Note this represents a coarse point cloud for the benefit of light
computational costs for this work. As a result, the distance from the first point layer to the wall surface led to y+ values
of about 3 to 5. Note that the wing surface in Figure 15A is for illustration purposes only. In the mesh-free computation,
all geometries were represented with discrete points. The collocations were established using accurate Voronoi search.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 17

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

F I G U R E 16 Comparisons of wing sectional pressure coefficient distributions between the experimental,34 FVM, and mesh-free
numerical results. (A) y∕b = 0.2. (B) y∕b = 0.44. (C) y∕b = 0.65. (D) y∕b = 0.8. (E) y∕b = 0.9. (F) y∕b = 0.95.

The simulations were conducted at Ma = 0.8395 and AoA = 3.06 degrees using Euler equations. This is a classic tran-
sonic case where multiple shock waves would form on the wing surface, as Figure 15B shows. The mesh-free simulation
resolved two shock waves at the wing root near the leading edge, and the mid-chord sections, respectively, and the shock
waves gradually merged towards the wing tip.

Sectional pressure coefficient distributions were extracted and compared with experimental measurements34 in
Figure 16A–F. The inviscid and RANS mesh-free results agreed very well with the measurements, especially on the
wing’s lower surface and leading-/trailing edge regions. A further comparison was made against the classic inviscid FVM
approach using a mesh converted from the same point cloud for the mesh-free Euler simulation. Note that despite the
same point distributions, the two spatial decompositions (the point cloud and the mesh) still have important differ-
ences in terms of where unknowns are stored and how local functions/derivatives are reconstructed etc. Nonetheless,
Figure 16A–F show that the two methods have excellent agreement in regions where no shock wave presents, espe-
cially at the wing lower surface. The main discrepancy is associated with the shock resolution due to differences in
for example, numerical schemes and spatial decompositions. Improving the cloud/mesh resolution near the shock may
diminish the differences, but this needs further investigations. The mesh-free RANS simulations offered more real-
istic shock predictions due to the dissipation, and slightly improved the surface pressure solutions near the leading
edge and at the lower surface. Small discrepancies were still noticed near the shock waves, particularly in Figure 16D
at y∕b = 0.8 where the shock waves merge. Increasing the local point density in these regions can help improve the
shock wave resolution. Overall, these results provide excellent validation for the present mesh-free solver for complex
3D simulations.

4 ASSESSMENT OF POINT DISTRIBUTION AND COLLOCATION SEARCH

4.1 Assessment of weight balancing for irregular point clouds

The effects of weight balancing (WB) of Equation (16) in improving modelling performance when using irregular point
clouds are evaluated in this section. The cylinder case with 100 × 50 points in Section 3.1 was used here but with irregular
point clouds. As shown in Figure 17, for this study, the first 10 layers of points off the wall surface were kept regular for
boundary resolutions, while random perturbations were introduced to the rest 40 layers. For each perturbated layer, the
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18 ZHANG and BARAKOS

F I G U R E 17 Irregular point clouds with random perturbations for the circular cylinder flow simulations.

random offset (𝛿x, 𝛿z) to the points was introduced as:

(𝛿x, 𝛿z) = aR𝛿r(Ex,Ez), (25)

where Ex,Ez ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] are random numbers at each point. 𝛿r is the radial distance to the previous layer (before dis-
turbance). 𝛿r grows larger as the point layer is further away from the wall. aR ∈ [0,100%] is a constant controlling the
randomness level. This section investigated aR = 30%, 35%, 40%, with and without the weight balancing. For this investi-
gation, the point collocations remained the same despite the different randomness levels: each point took adjacent radial
and angular points to form a structured local collocation.

Figure 18A–C present the flow convergence history with different randomness levels and with/without weight bal-
ancing, in terms of the L2 norm of the flow residuals. As the randomness level aR increased, the convergence became
worse due to the irregular point distributions. Nevertheless, it is clearly shown that while the weight balancing was acti-
vated, the convergence was faster and smoother. At the higher randomness level of aR = 40%, weight balancing improved
the final convergence level by about three orders of magnitude.

Surface pressure solutions at aR = 40% with and without the weight balancing are compared in Figure 19. The ref-
erence data is fine point cloud 400 × 200 results from Figure 11A with regular point distributions. Without the weight
balancing, the mesh-free scheme could give fairly good flow solutions, although the suction pressures were slightly
under-resolved with small asymmetry, due to the random points. When the weight balancing was activated, the pressure
solution agreed very well with the reference data and the symmetry was recovered despite the irregular points. These
highlight the effects the weight balancing in improving the modelling convergence and accuracy, when handling irregular
point clouds.

4.2 Assessment of collocation search approaches

This section compares different collocation search approaches on regular and irregular point clouds. The evaluations also
focused on the cylinder case with 100 × 50 points using inviscid modelling.

Figure 20A–D presents the collocation search results on regularly distributed point clouds around the cylinder. The
grey lines around each point represent the local point collocation. Figure 20A is a reference result, where the colloca-
tions were manually assigned according to the point radial and angular structures. Figure 20B presents the collocations
searched using the polar search method, with a polar interval of 𝛿𝜃 = 𝜋∕4 aiming at securing four support points for a
point centre. It is notable that the polar search results are almost identical to the structured collocations in Figure 20A,
with minor differences in the boundary layers, which will be shown later.

Figure 20C used the approximate Voronoi search with 10-by-10 lattices for each local domain, while Figure 20D
adopted the accurate Voronoi tessellation. Figure 20D offers identical results to the structured collocations in Figure 20(a).
The approximate Voronoi in Figure 20C, however, tends to include extra diagonal connections in addition to the accurate
Voronoi results. This was due to the coarse lattices in the approximate Voronoi process, and finer lattices would push the
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 19

(A)

(B)

(C)

F I G U R E 18 Convergence histories of circular cylinder simulations with irregular points, with and without the weight balancing (WB).
(A) Outer 40 layers disturbed with randomness aR = 30%. (B) Outer 40 layers disturbed with randomness aR = 35%. (C) Outer 40 layers
disturbed with randomness aR = 40%.

F I G U R E 19 Surface pressure solutions with and without weight balancing (WB) with randomness aR = 40%. Reference data is the
fine point cloud results in Figure 11A.
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20 ZHANG and BARAKOS

results towards the accurate Voronoi. Note that the crossover of diagonal connections can be tolerated in the present WLS
scheme.

Figure 21A–D present the collocation results on irregular point clouds. Random offsets were also introduced to the
outer 40 radial layers, with a randomness level of aR = 35% as defined in the previous section. Figure 21A is again the
reference collocation result, using manually assigned structured collocations. Upon this irregular point distribution, the
structured collocation does not ensure good WLS approximations.

Figure 21B presents the collocation results using the polar selection method. It can be observed that each
point in Figure 21B has compact and comprehensive support from all directions. This ensures good local WLS
approximations. Many crossovers of connections can be noted, but these are compatible with the present mesh-free
scheme. Figure 21C,D present the collocation results using approximate and accurate Voronoi tessellations, respec-
tively. The results between these two are largely similar, with the approximate approach in Figure 21C tends to
give additional connections. The results are also similar to the polar selection approach, but with fewer crossover
connections.

The ability to establish good collocations in boundary layer region is critical for the collocation search, and this is com-
pared in Figure 22A–D. These are the 10 regular point layers off the wall blended with outer irregular points. Figure 22A
is again the structured collocation as the reference. Figure 22B shows the boundary layer collocations using polar selec-
tion. It is notable that, near the wall boundary, the polar approach included more nearby off-wall points. This was because
only one layer of ghost points were included in the search process near this boundary, and the polar approach automati-
cally reduced polar intervals to ensure information from all directions. However, later results will show that this did not
compromise the modelling quality.

Figure 22C,D present results near the boundary using approximate and accurate Voronoi, respectively. The accurate
Voronoi offers identical results compared to the structured case in Figure 22A, while the approximate approach included
a few more diagonal connections.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 20 Established point collocations (grey lines) on regular point clouds using various collocation search approaches.
(A) Structured point collocations. (B) Point collocations based on distance with polar selection. (C) Point collocations based on approximate
Voronoi tessellation. (D) Point collocations based on accurate Voronoi tessellation.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 21

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 21 Established point collocations (grey lines) on irregular point clouds (outer 40 layers perturbed with randomness
aR = 35%) using various collocation search approaches. (A) Structured point collocations. (B) Point collocations based on distance with polar
selection. (C) Point collocations based on approximate Voronoi tessellation. (D) Point collocations based on accurate Voronoi tessellation.

The convergence behaviours of different collocation search approaches are compared in Figure 23A,B, for regular and
irregular point clouds, respectively. For the regular point cloud, the structured and accurate Voronoi approach showed
the same convergence history, as the collocation results are identical. The approximate Voronoi showed the slowest
convergence. It is notable that the polar selection approach showed the fastest convergence. The differences between
the polar selection and the structured collocations are mainly in the boundary layer, as described earlier. The results
here suggest that the additional connections from nearby points in the boundary layer are beneficial for the numerical
process.

For irregular point clouds, as shown in Figure 23B, the convergence was all slower by about 200 steps in general using
the same CFL of 50. The polar selection again showed the best convergence. The accurate Voronoi approach converged bet-
ter than the structured collocations, but the residual stagnated around the order −7 eventually. The approximate Voronoi
approach converged slightly slower than the structured collocations.

Surface pressure solutions are presented in Figure 24 for irregular points using various collocation search approaches.
The black dots are the fine cloud solutions in Figure 11B as the reference. It can be noted that all collocation search
approaches offered generally good predictions on this coarse point cloud. This highlights the flexibility of the present
mesh-free scheme.

Small discrepancies are mostly near the lateral regions of the cylinder, where the pressure is the lowest. Despite the
irregular point distributions, the structured collocation and the polar selection approach offered the best results with
good symmetry and agreement with the reference. The accurate Voronoi approach led to slightly under-predicted pres-
sures and small asymmetry. The asymmetry was enhanced when using the approximate Voronoi approach. These results
highlight that the proposed polar selection approach is more suitable for the present mesh-free scheme when establishing
point collocations. The Voronoi approach, which is popular in mesh generation, does not necessarily generate better col-
locations for the mesh-free modelling. The polar selection approach ensures compact support and promotes information
from all directions, which are vital for improved local WLS approximations.
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22 ZHANG and BARAKOS

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 22 Established point collocations (grey lines) in the boundary layer on irregular point clouds (outer 40 layers perturbed with
randomness aR = 35%) using various collocation search approaches. (A) Structured point collocations. (B) Point collocations based on
distance with polar selection. (C) Point collocations based on approximate Voronoi tessellation. (D) Point collocations based on accurate
Voronoi tessellation.

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 23 Comparisons of convergence behaviours of different collocation search approaches using the same point cloud. (A)
Convergence history on regular point clouds using different collocation searches. (B) Convergence history on irregular point clouds using
different collocation searches.

5 ASSESSMENT OF ADAPTIVE MESH-FREE MODELLING

5.1 Assessment of adaptation strategies

This section assesses the adaptive mesh-free simulation strategies using the isentropic vortex transport problem.35 This
model problem has the theoretical solution:
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 23

F I G U R E 24 Comparisons of surface pressure solutions on irregular point clouds using different collocation search approaches.

T A B L E 1 Test matrix of mesh-free adaptive simulations.

Cases Adaption mechanism Collocation search

C1 Cartesian Distance

C2 Cartesian Distance (Polar Selection)

C3 Cartesian Voronoi (Accurate)

C4 Mid-point Voronoi (Accurate)

C5 Mid-point Distance (Polar Selection)

𝜌 =
[

1 − (𝛾 − 1)b2

8𝛾𝜋2 e1−r2
] 1
𝛾−1

,

u = u∞ −
b

2𝜋
e

1−r2

2 (y − yc),

v = v∞ +
b

2𝜋
e

1−r2

2 (x − xc),

p = 𝜌𝛾 , (26)

where b is the dimensionless vortex strength, (xc, yc) is the vortex centre, r =
√
(x − xc)2 + (y − yc)2 is the distance from

the centre, (u∞, v∞) is the convection speed, 𝛾 = 1.4 is the specific heat ratio, and 𝜌 and p are the density and pressure,
respectively. The vortex is initialised at the centre of the computational domain with all outer boundaries set to be peri-
odic. Without numerical dissipation and dispersion, the vortex should maintain its initial strength and shape during the
convection without any decay. The vortex strength was set as b = 5.

The convection speed (u∞, v∞) was set to zero, so that the vortex stays at its initial position. However, the mod-
elling was initialised using a very coarse point cloud consisting of 21×21 points covering the domain [−5, 5] × [−5, 5].
The large spatial size would quickly decay the vortex with numerical viscosity. The adaptation was expected to
improve the spatial resolution and reduce the dissipation, thereby preserving the vortex shape over longer dura-
tions. The adaptation performance was examined using the differences between the numerical and exact solu-
tions after 500 time steps, with the same dimensionless step size of 0.1, chosen large enough for the decay
to occur.

Table 1 presents the test matrix of adaptive strategies combining different adaptation mechanisms and collocation
search methods. Case 1 used Cartesian refinement with the simple distance-based collocation search. The search radius
was set as 1.5 times the local point size. Case 2 was similar to Case 1 but adopted the polar selection with a polar interval
of ±𝜋∕4. Case 3 combined the Cartesian refinement and the accurate Voronoi selection. Case 4 was similar to Case 3
but replace the refinement with the mid-point mechanism. Case 5 also used the mid-point mechanism but with polar
selections. For Cases 1 to 3, the adaptation was successively conducted in regions where r < 4, 3, 2, 1, r =

√
(x2 + y2), so
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24 ZHANG and BARAKOS

that these cases have the same point clouds to highlight differences in collocation search methods. For Cases 4 and 5,
further iterations were carried out in regions where r < 0.5 since the mid-point mechanism introduces fewer additional
points with poorer regularity than the Cartesian approach.

Figure 25A–D show the clouds for Cases 3 and 4 of Table 1, after the first and second adaptation iterations. The
contours denote the relative pressure difference 𝛿p = |pnum∕pexact − 1| × 100% between the numerical solution pnum and
the exact solution pexact. The point sizes were scaled by the local point size.

Figure 25A,B illustrate the Cartesian point adaptation mechanism. The points were scaled by their local point size ds,
which is defined for a point collocation centring at i as

ds = 𝜋r2
i ∕ni, (27)

where ri is the mean distance to the collcoation centre, and ni is the number of points in this collocation. It can be observed
that the adaptation preserved the initial regular point distribution with uniform density. Irregular distributions were only

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 25 Point clouds of cases 3 and 4 in Table 1 after the first and second adaptation iterations. Point sizes were scaled with the
local point size. Contours denote the relative pressure differences between the numerical and exact solutions 𝛿p = |pnum∕pexact − 1| × 100%.
(A) Case 3 Cartesian adaptation iteration 1. (B) Case 3 Cartesian adaptation iteration 2. (C) Case 4 mid-point adaptation iteration 1. (D) Case
4 mid-point adaptation iteration 2.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 25

encountered in transitional regions where two refinement levels meet. Through the adaptation from Figure 25A,B, the
pressure error was effectively reduced from about 10% maximum to a max of 5%.

Figure 25C,D illustrate the mid-point adaptation mechanism. In Figure 25C, after the first adaptation iteration, the
point distribution remained mostly uniform. However, with the second adaptation iteration, in Figure 25D, small local
clusters were formed centring the previous collocation centres, and this led to irregularity over the domain. Although the
adaptation managed to shrink the high-error area near the centre, the global error was raised in the larger domain.

The pressure profiles across the vortex centre extracted from the cases of Table 1 are plotted in Figure 26A–E.
Different combinations of adaptation mechanisms and collocation search methods showed diverse impacts on the
obtained solutions. Through the adaptation, Case 1 improved the resolution of the central pressure valley, but the
solution of outer regions deviated further from the exact solution. This was mainly due to the inadequate choice
of support sizes on the irregular points in these transitional regions, which compromised the WLS approximation.
However, with the polar selection, Case 2 managed to quickly converge the modelling to the exact solution. Case 3
smoothly converged to the exact solution by the third iteration, using regular point distributions and reciprocal
collocations.

As for Case 4, the numerical solution gradually approached the analytical one but was yet to conform at the final
adaptation iteration. Small discrepancies remained near the centre of the pressure profile. However, when switched to
Case 5 with the polar selection, the flow solution quickly converged since the third adaptation. There was very slight
asymmetry in the results, which was due to asymmetric collocations from the polar selection approach.

(A) (B)

(C)

(E)

(D)

F I G U R E 26 Comparisons of pressure profiles across the vortex centre between numerical and exact solutions from adaptation cases in
Table 1. (A) Case 1: Cartesian adaptation + distance search. (B) Case 2: Cartesian adaptation + distance search (with polar selection). (C)
Case 3: Cartesian adaption + Voronoi search (accurate). (D) Case 4: Mid-point adaption + Voronoi search (accurate). (E) Case 5: Mid-point
adaption + Distance search (polar selection).
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26 ZHANG and BARAKOS

The overall performance of each adaptation strategy of Table 1 was quantified using the overall relative pressure
differences:

𝜖p =
∫ 𝛿pds
∫ ds

, (28)

where 𝛿p is the point-wise relative pressure difference, and ds is the local point size defined in Equation (27) reflecting
the area a point nominally occupies.

Figure 27 presents the 𝜖p convergence history through the adaptation iterations for the cases of Table 1. Apart from
Case 1 with the simple distance-based search, all other cases managed to reduce the overall error 𝜖p below 1% through
adaptation, from an initial 13% on the coarse point cloud.

Case 1, combining Cartesian adaptation and distance-based search, struggled to converge using the same point clouds.
The first two adaptation iterations reduced the overall error to about 3%. However, with more points added in the last two
iterations, the error jumped to about 7%. The errors were mostly associated with the oscillations in regions near r = 3 and
r = 4. These are transitional regions with irregular point distributions and large point size differences. The inaccuracy
was mostly due to the inadequate choice of the support sizes and collocation members.

Case 2, combining Cartesian adaptation and polar selection, showed the best convergence. The error was almost
zero since the third adaptation iteration. For Case 3 with the same Cartesian adaptation but using accurate Voronoi
selection, the convergence was slower, but eventually reached zero. Case 5 with the mid-point adaptation and polar
selection, showed the second-best convergence and the final error was about 0.4%. When switched to accurate Voronoi
selection in Case 4, the convergence was worse with higher oscillations, but eventually reached a similar error of
about 0.8%.

These results highlight the importance of regular point distributions and suitable collocation search methods for adap-
tive modelling. Both polar selection and accurate Voronoi selection approaches were shown able to handle the adaptive
modelling with irregular points, and the polar selection showed slightly faster convergence.

5.2 Application to aerofoil simulations

This section applies the adaptive mesh-free modelling to simulations of the RAE 2822 aerofoil at transonic conditions.
The computational domain and initial point cloud are shown in Figure 28. Near-body points were generated by project-
ing point rays along the surface norm up to 0.1 c (c is the aerofoil chord), and were then blended with the successively
coarsened Cartesian background points. The simulations were conducted at Ma = 0.73 and AoA = 2.31◦ using Euler
formulations. The initial point cloud had 13,244 points with 125 points on the aerofoil surface.

For near-body points, the adaptation was realised by introducing new points to the surface through linear interpola-
tion and re-growing the strand points. For off-body point clouds, the adaptive simulation combined mid-point adaptation
with the accurate Voronoi search. Although the Cartesian adaptation showed the best performance in the previous assess-
ment, it was not suitable for this case due to the irregular transition areas between near-body and multiple levels of

F I G U R E 27 Adaptation convergence of cases in Table 1 represented using the overall relative pressure difference 𝜖p in Equation (28).
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 27

F I G U R E 28 RAE 2822 computational domain and point clouds. The points were scaled with the point size ds.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 29 The weighted pressure gradient (WPG, 𝜔p) metric and point distributions for each adaptation iteration. Points with
𝜔p ≥ 0.05 were tagged to be refined in each iteration. Points were scaled by the local point size. (A) Baseline. (B) Adaptation iteartion 1. (C)
Adaptation iteartion 2. (D) Adaptation iteartion 3.

background points. To alleviate the point clustering issue during the adaptation, a point size constraint was introduced in
the adaptation, that is, local point size smaller than the minimum allowed (0.012 c in the current case) led to no further
local adaptation.

The current work used a weighted pressure gradient (WPG) metric to guide the output-based adaptation iterations.
The metric 𝜔p is defined as

𝜔p =
|∇p|ds
∫ ds

, (29)
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28 ZHANG and BARAKOS

where |∇p| is the pressure gradient magnitude, and ds is the local point size. This metric denotes the local pressure gra-
dient, weighted by the local point size. It prioritises high-gradient regions with large point sizes (i.e., low point densities).
It leads to more uniform point distributions driven by both flow and geometric features.

Figure 29A–D present the point cloud evolutions through the adaptation along with the weighted pressure gradient
metric contours. The points were scaled by their sizes ds for illustration purposes. In each adaptation, points with 𝜔p ≥

0.05 were tagged for refinement.
For the baseline case in Figure 29A, points near the leading edge and the shock wave were tagged due to the high

pressure gradient. Points in the coarse background region above the suction peak were also tagged due to the large point
sizes. Additional points were inserted around these tagged points in the first adaptation, as shown in Figure 29B. The
adaptation closely followed the flow features and also reduced the geometric differences thanks to the weighting by point
sizes.

As the adaptation progressed from Figure 29B–D, the point sizes became more uniform and smaller, and high 𝜔p
regions shrank, and concentrated near flow features (shock, stagnation, etc.). Note that from iteration 3 to iteration 4,
only near-body points were refined since off-body points had reached their minimal point size limits. The final aerofoil
surface points were increased to 145 from the initial 125.

Flow solutions through the adaptive mesh-free modelling are shown in Figure 30A–D. It is clearly shown that the
𝜔p metric clustered the adaptation near the shock. It also eliminated sharp point size transitions in critical regions and
avoided excessive irregularity with the help of the point size constraint. The adaptation considerably improved the shock
resolution in both near-body and off-body regions compared to the initial solution in Figure 30A.

Figure 31 compares the aerofoil surface pressure coefficient distributions over the adaptation iterations and with
experimental data.36 The numerical results showed excellent agreement with the experimental data, with small discrep-
ancies due to the inviscid modelling. The adaptation mostly influenced the shock wave resolution at the upper surface.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F I G U R E 30 Pressure coefficient contours of the transonic RAE 2822 aerofoil in each adaptation iteration. Points are scaled by local
point sizes. (A) Baseline. (B) Adaptation 1. (C) Adaptation 2. (D) Adaptation 3.
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ZHANG and BARAKOS 29

F I G U R E 31 RAE 2822 pressure coefficient comparisons.

F I G U R E 32 RAE 2822 lift and drag convergence through the adaptative simulation.

As the adaptation progressed, it is clear that the shock resolution progressively improved. The final resolution in iteration
3 was almost a vertical line.

Figure 32 further presents the convergence history of lift and drag coefficients. The lift and drag predictions showed
trends to convergence. The final Cl and Cd values were about 0.714 and 0.01467 and were close to the experimental
results36 of 0.731 and 0.0121. The discrepancies were mostly due to the inviscid modelling for the current case.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This work investigated implicit and adaptive mesh-free CFD modelling using point collocations. The weighted
least-squares-based spatial discretisation of the governing flow equations, and the implicit temporal discretisation were
presented in detail. A new weight balancing concept proposed to improve mesh-free modelling on highly irregular point
clouds was assessed. Automatic point cloud generation techniques for complex geometries were also proposed. To estab-
lish the local point collocations, a novel distance-based search approach with polar selection was proposed and compared
with collocation search methods based on accurate and approximate Voronoi tessellations. This work further explored
various adaptation strategies exploiting the mesh-free flexibility. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present
study:

1. The proposed mesh-free numerical schemes, including weight balancing, boundary conditions, collocation search
methods, point cloud generation, and code implementations were assessed using several benchmark 2D/3D test cases,
with both inviscid and RANS results. Simulations of inviscid flow past the circular cylinder using point clouds of
varying densities characterised the second-order spatial accuracy of the current implementations, as intended. RANS
simulations of the 2D 30P30N multi-element aerofoil, with automatically generated and blended clouds, offered good
agreement with experimental data despite the highly complex geometry. Inviscid and RANS simulations of the 3D
ONERA M6 wing at transonic conditions also provided good resolutions of the shock waves and excellent agreement
with experimental data.
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30 ZHANG and BARAKOS

2. The proposed weight balancing concept was found capable of improving the mesh-free convergence and accuracy on
highly irregular point clouds. The weight balancing adjusts the weights to avoid biased local WLS approximations
induced by irregular point distributions. For the inviscid cylinder flow case with highly irregular points, the weight bal-
ancing not only accelerated the convergence, but also improved the final solution accuracy, despite the highly irregular
point distributions.

3. The proposed distance-based collocation search approach with polar selection showed superior performance, com-
pared to structured or Voronoi-based approaches, for the present WLS-based mesh-free scheme on both regular and
irregular point clouds. For the WLS approximation, the polar selection process ensures information from all directions
while maintaining the compactness. For the inviscid cylinder flow case, the polar selection offered faster convergence
than structured collocations, and the accurate/approximate Voronoi approaches, on both regular and irregular points.
The polar selection also offered slightly better surface pressure solutions compared to Voronoi-based approaches.

4. This work further investigated adaptive, mesh-free, modelling with different adaptation strategies. The study examined
point refinement mechanisms based on Cartesian points and middle point insertion and various collocation search
methods. For the isentropic vortex transport problem, the simple distance-based collocation search could not improve
the resolution with uniform Cartesian points due to inadequate support sizes and member selection. Enforcing polar
and Voronoi selections managed to converge the adaptive modelling. The combination of Cartesian-based refinement
and polar selection, offered the fastest convergence and best accuracy. When replaced with mid-point refinement, the
adaptive modelling with polar and Voronoi selection both showed good convergence behaviour. These results exposed
the importance of point distributions and suitable collocation search approaches for successful and efficient adaptive
mesh-free modelling.

5. Adaptive mesh-free modelling was then successfully applied to simulations of the classic RAE 2822 aerofoil at tran-
sonic conditions. A weighted pressure gradient metric, was proposed to drive the adaptation iterations. This metric
prioritises high-pressure gradient regions with large point sizes, thereby smoothing the point distributions while
following the flow features during the adaptation. For the transonic aerofoil simulation, the adaptation closely
followed the shock wave and reduced sharp point size transitions where necessary. The shock wave resolution was
effectively improved through the adaptation. The results highlighted the flexibility of mesh-free adaptive modelling
when handling complex geometries and flow physics.

Overall, this work demonstrated the accuracy, convergence, and flexibility of adaptive simulations using
collocation-based implicit mesh-free methods. New concepts, including the weight balancing, automatic point cloud gen-
eration using strand or level-set points, and the polar selection approach, were introduced and assessed on highly irregular
points and geometries. Future work will improve the overall automation, flexibility, conservation properties, and apply
the methods to more complex geometries and problems. More adaptation parameters for example, polynomial orders and
weighting functions are to be evaluated.
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